Mr Hill says

Nayohgänsic signifies
A Rock partly out & partly
in the Water off ag' B°. Neck

Jn.° Paul a Narrag.° Ind. Æt. 30
brot up & living with Col. Stanton
at Charlest.° told me fundry Customs
of Indians. Since he can rememember
he saw a Wedding accord° to Old Indian
Way. The pair were shut up together
a fortnight in a Wigwam by them-
elves: the parents only bringing them
Victuals. Then the parents Old Indians
brot a Blanket to the young Squaw
which she recev°, the Peage was
mutually given & exchanged, w° was
to be kept in perpetuum. Then they
made a feast, & the old Indians talkt
to the couple, rejoiced & made merry
& fo the Wedding concluded. This he
fays he faw when he was a little
Boy. They now moſtly disuſe this
Ceremony. and are either married
according to Ind~ Eng~ Cu
ſtom or
take one another without Ceremony
He faid he himſelf Was married
that he took his Wife without any
formality, except mutual Agrem.°